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Inventor of mRNA Technology: Vaccine Causes Lipid Nanoparticles to Accumulate in ‘High
Concentrations’ in Ovaries

By Megan Redshaw, June 18, 2021

On the “Dark Horse Podcast,” Dr. Robert Malone, creator of mRNA vaccine technology, said
the COVID vaccine lipid nanoparticles — which tell the body to produce the spike protein —
leave the injection site and accumulate in organs and tissues.

United Nations Security Council: World Peace and Security Ignored (1950-2021)

By Carla Stea, June 18, 2021

From 1950 through May 23, 2021, the mandate of the UN Security Council has been either
violated or ignored, contributing to the gross destabilization of the world, and the Security
Council  has  authorized  four  virtually  genocidal  wars  through  resolutions  based  upon
fabricated justifications.

A Group of Florida Parents Cultured Their Children’s Masks and Found Dangerous Bacteria

By Daniel Horowitz, June 18, 2021

The idea of children, including preschoolers, walking around with bacteria traps on their
breathing orifices all  day so shocked the conscience that last summer, a bunch of internet
parodies  were  produced  illustrating  such  absurdity.  Then,  within  weeks,  most  local
governments mandated this cruel form of child abuse for an entire year without any study of
the side effects.

Video: Covid-19 Pandemic and Vaccine: Report  on Health Whistleblowers.  Canadian MP
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Derek Sloan

By Derek Sloan, June 18, 2021

Independent MP Derek Sloan holds a news conference on Parliament Hill to raise concerns
about the alleged censorship of doctors and scientists as well as medical information related
to vaccines.

Fear Is Contagious and Used to Control You

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, June 18, 2021

Governments are using fear to control and manipulate their citizens. That has now been
admitted  by  members  of  the  Scientific  Pandemic  Influenza  Group  on  Behavior  (SPI-B),  a
subcommittee that advises the Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies (SAGE) in the U.K.
And they should know, because they advocated for it, and now say it was a regrettable
mistake.

Nazi Germany Set to Invade Russia, Analysing Hitler’s Access to Oil Sources

By Shane Quinn, June 18, 2021

On 3 June 1941 a meeting of the Soviet Supreme Military Council was chaired in Moscow. Its
goal was to ratify instructions for the Red Army’s political workers, which would stress the
need for vigilance and caution against the growing Nazi threat.

NATO Has  Been  Called  Greatest  Threat  to  World  Peace:  Now Biden  Plans  Dangerous
Expansion That Will Increase Military Spending and Escalate the Risk of War

By Jeremy Kuzmarov, June 18, 2021

From the moment he was elected to the U.S. Senate, Joe Biden was groomed for high office
by his mentor, Averell Harriman, a fabulously wealthy investment banker, governor of New
York, coordinator of the Marshall Plan, and one of the original U.S. representatives to the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) after its formation in 1949.

Video: Analysis of the Covid-19 Crisis: Dr. Peter McCullough with Dr. Reiner Fuellmich

By Dr. Peter McCullough and Reiner Fuellmich, June 18, 2021
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Good doctors are doing unthinkable things like injecting biologically active messenger RNA
that  produces this  pathogenic  spike protein  into  pregnant  women.  I  think when these
doctors wake up up from their trance, they’re going to be shocked to think what they’ve
done to people.

The FBI’s Mafia-Style Justice: To Fight Crime, the FBI Sponsors 15 Crimes a Day

By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, June 18, 2021

Almost  every  tyranny  being  perpetrated  by  the  U.S.  government  against  the
citizenry—purportedly to keep us safe and the nation secure—has come about as a result of
some threat manufactured in one way or another by our own government. Think about it.

NATO Declares China as Global Security Challenge

By M. K. Bhadrakumar, June 18, 2021

The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) summit in Brussels on Monday reminds us
once again of what a hoax the United States had perpetrated on the former Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev in 1990 by assuring him that the western alliance would expand “not one
inch eastward” once Moscow allowed German Unification and disbanded the Warsaw Pact.

Palestine: Smashed Houses, Crushed Orchards, A Trail of Unrestrained Malice

By Barbara Nimri Aziz, June 18, 2021

Residents of Sheikh Jarrah’s resistance to eviction by Israeli Jews evolved into a military
confrontation so lopsided, the Israeli  bombardments against Gaza so terrifying, it  drew
widespread condemnation (the US government excepted).
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